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Note on the Two-Slit Experiment 

N.  G. van K a m p e n  1 
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According to the general philosophy of quantum mechanics, a particle whose 
passage through one of the slits of a two-slit apparatus has been detected does 
not produce interference. In a previous article this was demonstrated explicitly 
by solving the Schr6dinger equation for a specific model of the detector, but 
only the first order in the interaction with the detector was considered. In the 
present note it is shown for the same model that for stronger interactions 
the interference disappears altogether. When the detector has reached 100% 
efficiency those particles that have not been detected do not produce inter- 
ference either, because they are sure to have passed through the other slit. 

KEY WORDS: Quantum measurement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When a monoenergetic beam of electrons passes through two parallel slits 
an interference pattern is produced. According to the celebrated discussion 
of Bohr, ~'~ this pattern disappears when the passage of the electron through 
the upper slit is detected. The wave function then no longer consists of 
two coherent waves emerging from the slits, but collapses into one wave 
emerging from the upper slit. In a previous article ~21 a physical model of a 
measuring process has been constructed in which this collapse could be 
demonstrated explicitly. Thus the collapse is not an added postulate, but 
a consequence of the Schr6dinger equation for the combined system of 
electron plus detector, including their interaction. ~3~ 

I used the word "detector" for a measuring apparatus whose outcome 
is "yes" or "no." Whoever wants to construct an explicit model of a 
measuring apparatus must bear in mind that it has to be macroscopic in 
order to make a permanent registration possible. ~4~ Moreover, it has to be 
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prepared in a metastable state in order to magnify the microscopic event 
into a macroscopic signal. (5) In our model the detector is an atom together 
with the electromagnetic field. The atom is prepared in its metastable 28 
state and initially the field is empty. The passage of the electron is detected 
because its Coulomb field perturbs the 28 state and thereby triggers a 
transition to the IS ground state while emitting a photon. Our detector is 
macroscopic because of the large number of modes of the field; this has the 
consequence that the transition is irreversible, since the photon cannot 
return to reexcite the atom. 

The equations for this model were formulated in ref. 1, but they were 
not solved, as that was not needed for the discussion. The discussion, 
however, involved only the first order in the interaction. In this note we 
obtain the solution to all orders, at the expense of some further simplifica- 
tions of the model. 

2. THE MODEL 

The state of the combined system is a Hilbert vector ~g in the product 
space of electron and apparatus, the latter being itself the product of the 
two-dimensional Hilbert space of the atom and the Hilbert space of the 
radiation field. For our purpose we de not need all apparatus states, but 
only: 

�9 The state 128; 0>: excited atom, no photons. 

�9 The states 118; k>: atom deexcited, one photon k. 

They form an orthogonal, though incomplete, basis in the Hilbert space of 
the detector. The total state of the combined system is a linear combination 
of these states with coefficients that are functions of the coordinate r of the 
electron: 

~u= q~(r) 128; O> + ~ ~bk(r) I IS; k> 
k 

The norm in the combined Hilbert space is 

< Wl w> = f I /r)l 2 ar + f dr 
k 

The two terms are, respectively, the probability that the atom is in the 
excited state 28 and the probability that it is in the ground state having 
emitted a photon. 

The Schr6dinger equation for a stationary state (with energy E) can 
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be decomposed into a set of equations for the mutually orthogonal 
components: 

E~o(r) = (/2 - �89 2) q~(r) - iu(r) ~. Vkl,bk(r ) 
k 

EI//k(r ) = (k  - -  �89 2) ~bk(r ) + iu(r )  vk r ) 

s is the excitation energy of the atom, k is the energy of the photon, and 
- �89  2 is the kinetic energy of the electron. The function u(r) is the dipole 
moment of the 2S state induced by the presence of the electron at the 
position r, while vk are numerical constants. The functions ~o, ~b k are the 
solutions of these equations, subject to the boundary conditions imposed 
by the screen with slits, and to the condition that only ~p contains an 
incoming wave. Then the outgoing component of ~0 describes the electron 
when it passes without being detected; this component exhibits interference 
between both slits. The outgoing components of the q'k describe the electron 
in case it has been detected. They are waves spreading from the vicinity 
u(r) of the atom in the upper slit, and no interference results from them. 
The change from cp into ~kk is the so-called collapse of the wave function. 

Four our present purpose the following simplifications 2 are made. We 
consider a single coordinate x, being the direction of propagation. The two 
components of cp going through the upper and lower slits are denoted by 
~o~ and ~P2, respectively. Furthermore, u(r) is taken to be a delta function 
in the upper slit. The corresponding simplified Schr6dinger equation is 

( -1- d2) 
Ecpl(x)= (2 2d.x.2jq~llx)--i6(x)~vk~kk(O) 

k 

( --1 d2) 
Ecpz(x) = f2 2 dx'-,] r 

( E~kk(x)= k 2dx2j~Ok(x)+i6(x)vktpl(O) 

3. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 

The second line gives trivially 

~02(x)=e ip~ with po=(2E-212) I/2 

-" An elaborate calculation not involving these simplifications was recently given by A. von Peij 
(unpublished master thesis, Eindhoven). 
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The normalization is arbitrary. The first line gives 

cpl(x}=eipOx + Ae-~P": ~ ( x < 0 )  

= Be ip~ (x > O) 

The matching conditions at x = 0 lead to 

B = I + A  1 1 = - - -  vk~ 'dO)  
Po "7 

The third equation gives 

~llk=Cke ;plxl with p = ( 2 E - - 2 k )  1/2 

vk V~ B Ck =~-~o~(0)  = p 

Combination with the above equation for B yields 

This completes the solution. 
The number of electrons per unit time in the incoming component of 

~o t is Po, and the number of transmitted electrons is poB 2. In addition there 
are the electrons transmitted after having been detected: 

~p  ICkl 2-- B 2 

k 

Finally ~Pz corresponds to Po incoming electrons--which are all trans- 
mitted. Hence out of the incoming 2po electrons there are transmitted 

poB 2 + B'- +Po =Po( 1 + B) 

The other p o ( l - B )  electrons are scattered in the backward direction 
through the interaction with the detector. 

The wave functions ~b k do not interfere with q~ because they belong to 
orthogonal components of the total Hilbert vector ~u The two functions q~ 
and ~0_,, however, are coherent because they belong to the same component 
of ~ ;  they were merely our simplified representation of the actual wave q~ 
that passes through the double slit. Hence they are two coherent sources 
with amplitudes B and l, respectively, at a mutual distance 2a, being the 
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distance between the slits. They produce interference lines, whose intensity 
in a direction with angle ~9 with the axis is 

B 2 + 1 + 2B cos(p0a~9) 

Notice that  the average of this intensity is the sum n 2 +  1 of the two 
separate intensities. This is our  justification for counting the number  of  
transmitted electrons by adding up those passing through each of the slits 
as if there were no interference. 

4. L IMIT ING CASES 

So far no restriction has been imposed on the magnitude of the 
coupling constants  vk. Earlier 12J they were tacitly assumed to be small. That  
made it possible to study the ~b k, which are of  the first order in the vk, 
while regarding r as unaffected, since B deviates from unity only in second 
order. Hence in that  case the detector is so inefficient that it does not 
noticeably diminish the number  of  electrons that pass undetected. As a con- 
sequence, the intensity of  the interference with ~0 2 is in that approximat ion 

1 + 1 + 2 cos(poa~9) = 4  sin2(�89 

The visibility, defined in ref. 6 by (Imax--Imin)/(Imax+Imin), equals 1. 
Now consider an interaction of arbi trary strength. The relevant 

parameter  is 

_ 1 E l E 0 " - -  - - ~  

Po ~ P ( 2 E - 2 ~ )  1/2 ( 2 E - 2 k )  I/2 

If tr is not small compared  to unity, one has B < 1, so that  an appreciable 
fraction of the electrons through the upper  slit are detected. The remaining 
ones interfere with ~P2; the intensity of  the interference lines oscillates 
between ( 1 + B) 2 and ( 1 - B) 2. The visibility equals 2B/( 1 + B 2) < 1. 

In the extreme case tr >> 1 one has B,~ 0; a lmost  every electron in the 
upper  slit is detected. The few that  remain to interfere with r produce only 
a small ripple on the background provided by the lower slit. This situation 
may  be described by stating that  with such an efficient detector any electron 
that is not detected is known to have passed through the lower slit, just  as 
surely as i f  there were a detector in that lower slit as well, and therefore no 
interference is possible. It was this statement,  due to L. Kleinman,  that 
p rompted  the work in this note. 
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